The major "ariablea of the problem, however, must be expres,slble as binary variables. We d1scusa the method by using ',' : an example from high-energy physics.
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An experiment was pe,r£orme.d i~ the Lawrence Radiatlon Laboratory's 72-in. Berkeley 'hydrogen bubb,le chamber to study the reaction tr" + p -tr° + n, .
as discussed in the preceding pa~er. 3. There were two major experimental difficulties. broadly speaking-detectability and validity.' There were large " r variations in the detectability of experimental events and many events we r0
, of questionable validity. Baciui'se validity and detectability may be correlated it is important to study all the variables together and achieve a global picture s~ that we may computeco'rrocUy the simultaneoua influence of detection 'biases and background contamination.
The seven variables chosen to cha'~a~terize each. 'event ar~ listed in Table I •.
Variables X 2 ,· X 3 , and X 4 refer to ~e prot~n track and its situation relaUve to the film plane (which is parallel to the plane of the glass top of the chamber) •.. '
Variables Xs and X6 refer to'the ;nissing mass calculated lor the particles assumed to be emitted in the Original re.action. Like X 6 ' X 1 ls also a measure.
of the validity of the event., The parameter is less'than 2.706 for 90% of valid events (one constraint). The variable Xo is included because we are i~te·rested only in'eventa having for~ard neutral plons, wo' s and we w1sh to examine any correlationa that may arise. Variablea X 2 f1nd XSmeasure the
stringency imposed on the 'correspondb:lg validity' requi~ementsXt and X6 and, .
consequently, their rellablU,y.
, ' .' .
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, and X z = 1. It is usual to ind~cate Xi Q t by Xi' and Xl I: 0 simpl~ by Xi.
" " Thus ,the signature (0) . The set'S, then represents the union of interesting cases which la written,
in Boolean Algebra. as a sum of produc~8
Now the following relations, among others, hold in Boolean Algebra:
, Withthese,we seek to simplify" the expression for S.
For example the second and third terms in S, X Z X1. Xo + X,X : , ' , " , , . , " '., ,it by using t.he theorem . , , '
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We prove th~s by writing , I " :, .
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• Xa X { Xo + XZX{ Xo +' X 2 X 9 + ~oXa
Thus 52 baa three term~. a8 d~e.S t' but contains, only six variables whe re " S t has seven. The expa"e.slon S2 la therefore more economical than St.'
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.. '. -. , ; ' ; ~ ~f V were covered with 80me 'other 'cube. 'C'. that cube, 'by our assumption, , '~ would be of lower dimension than C (since C contains every cube that covers. " V).' Then C· would contain more variables than C, and the resulting expres ... , . .
covered separa~~ly by cell" C. There will be no unique minimal, covering of R.
( .
,
In the example given. esse~tial cella E t and E Z cove,r the vertices (1), 'We now put some pbysical con:ent .into our discuasion. T~ this point our ...... Z , ·general concluaion8 have held for arbitrary lIets of Boolean signatures. . The' ;'. " aets that occur. in physical experiments ~re not arbitrary; . and we wish to take advantage of th.eir apecial qualities. In particular, we wiah to show that, in a certain approximation for aeta of physH:ally significant signatures. only, the essential cells are of interest and there 'ia~, therefore. a qnique result.
This hinteresting. because it,permits us to a8sign to an experimental·
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,distribution a unique signature that exhibits nakedly the dependence of the distribution on what it (the distribution) finds to be 'the fundamental variables.
To understand the approximation and the appropriate conditions, let us consider an analogy. Suppose that a clan is a set of individual members such th,at each member has an intimate relationship with every other member.
Assume too that no person outside the clan satisfies this description. It is ,usual though, for members of the clan to have intimate friends outside it.
For a large enough clan, there may be one or more me-mbers who have no intimate relationships outside the clan. The relations of such a recluse define the boundaries of the clan. If every member of the clan (including the very young) had at least one intimate relationship outside the clan, then the boundaries of the 'clan would be harder to find. In the more clannish clans, the latter is not the case. Some members operate entirely ~ithin the clan, and
• their relationships,-unalloyed with foreign substance, define it. We could pick a clan out of a crowd by looking for such members and knowing their friends.
The essential cells are analogous to the clannish clans, with the signatures playing the roles of the clan members. A friendship corresponds to membership in a cube that is completely filled with elements of the set S.
If we may mix our terminologies, ,our procedure seeks to break the set S into' clans, leaving a residue R, .. of perhaps a few signatures that are unaffiliated with any of the clans. We then assume that the character of the set S' is e?,pressed in the clans it contains.
We need only justify our emphasis on clans (essential cells) to complete our,heuristic description of the method. We assume first, that the Boolean signatures are computed relative to a well-cho~en set of physical binary criteria. Second we assume that two signatur"es in S that differ in precisely one argument are similar in' a physically interesting way. Last, we must 
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asswne that the aet S 1a an unbialecl representative of the phyaically inte·:re sting signature s.
We' should comment on thoae assumptions belore proceeding. A iooa set 01 criteria helps inaure that, tbe composition of the set S wUl contain thea interealing phYlicalinformatlob. are weaker for cases of small. essentlal cells, we must note that they are les8 interesting as well. since for such cases, the results are often derivable by . .
, inspectlon without the apparatus we have developed.
We now give results of the analysis of the experimental set ot Boolean ,'~ .. The seven criteria were given in Table 1 , and Fig. 2 '!lhows the' distribution of ' .
, .. .....
'. . ' , supports our contention that the, 8~t ot.-signatures w111 split into physical seta.
:-','" Are there any other internal checka? Yes, 11 the essential cells really '" corl'8spond to different physical seta, we .howd expect them not to ctverlap , or elae to overlap very llttle. The latter la the case. Three aignatures # ,
(t 08, t t 0, t t 3) repre.aenting a very small number 01 experimental eventa (see Table U ) appear 1n more than one essential cell. Thls may be regarded iu consistent wl~ our In.alstence on separat~ness leI' the ideal case. In " thls instance. since the 8tatiatics are meager for several of the signatures.
' " , '
and alnce ther~ ar,e relatively few redU:Ddant variables in 'most o! the essential cells, we may regard our result al conslstent with e~pectatlons in !tretorder.
, ' Note too, that when a signature does appear in two eS8ential cells, at least one cell haa only one redundant variable. '
., ..
• Table n With these restrictioI,ls in mind, we examine the results given in Table ll . We notice that the distribution separates signatures (0) and (32) from the others, regarding them as indistinguishable from each other. This • implies that we ~hould suspect the p'resence of valid events [signature (0) . is not precise, just as some innocent men would be lost to society if it were the custom to convict all suspects who lacked an alibi. We apply an appro-'priate correction to our experimental results. That no further signature , lies in the same class as our real events implies that the distribut~on itself distinguishes the valid events from all except perhaps those invalid events having signature 32. This may be taken to justify a confidence that no further corrections are required. and no other sour'ce of spurious. inseparable background exi,sts ..
,"
By inspecting the larger essential cells, we can grasp a few. global characteristics of our backgzo\.md. Examining. for example. the fifth and sixth cells in Table II (which do n~t overlap, are the largest cells, and sum-'marize the behavior of well over half the rejected events). we see that both . are characterized by high deviation of the missing mass from its ideal value relative to a high error in that calculated mas s. Further, these events all 'have low dip errors. This is a global statement about the bulk of the background that is as general (economical) as the d~6tribution permits. Mqr.e. detailed statements, containing equally succinct information can be had by
examining the seven essential cells in detail. The cost of the final expression for S given in Table II _._J._"~"'~---------"-'--__________ ~_.' __ -,-____ _ A.
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